Doctor Who?
The Doctor is a Time Lord from the planet Gallifrey. The Doctor
travels through all space and time in a spaceship called the
TARDIS.
Are you meeting the Doctor for the first time? Or are you a fan of
the tv show, the books, the graphic novels, games and more?

Well, you too can Doctor Who…...
Dress like the Doctor:
The Doctor has 13 regenerations and each incarnation of the Doctor has their own unique
style. Start with a basic outfit of jeans and a tshirt (plain or pattern). Then add an
accessory to show your individual flair. It could be a fez, sandshoes, a scarf, a coat, a cape,
a jumper with holes in it, black sunglasses, boots or even a bow tie.
Bow ties are cool. Fez’s are cool.
Need some inspiration? Research “Doctor Who outfits” online.

Eat like the Doctor:
•

The First Doctor uses a “food replicator” machine in the TARDIS to
create a “bacon-and-eggs” snack.

•

The Second and Fourth Doctor like to eat jelly babies.

•

The Fifth Doctor can be seen wearing a stick of celery as a fashion accessory
(but probably eats it too!)

•

The Seventh Doctor likes a cup of tea.

•

The Ninth Doctor likes bananas because they are full of potassium.

•

The Tenth Doctor claims to have invented the banana daiquiri and
insists that you should always take a banana to a party.

•

The Eleventh Doctor says fish fingers and custard are
appetising (but I would eat them separately and not on
the same plate!)

•

The Eleventh Doctor also likes Jammie Dodgers (a short bread
biscuit filled with strawberry or raspberry jam).

•

The Thirteenth Doctor’s TARDIS dispenses custard cream biscuits
from the command console.

Fun things to do:
•

Research “Doctor Who BBC” and explore information about the TV show, the
actors in the show, fun activities and things to make and do.

•

Research “Doctor Who BBC quiz which doctor are you?” online and find out which
“doctor” personality is most like your own.

•

Research “BBC Doctor Who comic creator” online and explore an app that allows you
to create comics using characters from the TV show Doctor Who.

